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== Summary ==
Portuguese catalog promoting the Nintendo 64 before its launch.
I estimate it's probably from 96, and it was probably included with with a Mega Score magazine along with a promotional VHS.

This catalog has some very interesting information regarding the Nintendo 64, such as:

- images from the cancelled Kirby Air Ride
- beta images from Super Mario 64 (also featured in the game's cover), Pilotwings (different logo), and Star
- specific on how to use the controller. They even name the methods of grabbing it, to adapt to different types of games
- a list of upcoming titles that were either cancelled or changed, such as:


 - Super Mario RPG 2 (Paper Mario was only released years later, maybe this was a different game)
 - Super Mario Kart R (Mario Kart 64's former name)
 - "Buggie Boogie" (cancelled)
 - "Robotron X" (renamed to Robotron 64)
 - Descent (cancelled)
 - Ultra Combat (a.k.a. Blade and Barrel, cancelled)
 - Monster Dunk (cancelled)
 - Freak Boy (cancelled)
 - Robotech Crystal Dreams (cancelled)
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